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Time-resolved x-ray Raman spectroscopy of photoexcited polydiacetylene
oligomer: A simulation study
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Off-resonant x-ray diffraction provides a novel real-space and real-time probe of electronic and
vibrational dynamics in optically excited molecules. The entire manifold of valence electronic
excitations may be monitored through the dependence of the x-ray Raman peaks on the scattering
wave vectorDk and energyDv. The electronic excitation energies and transition density matrices
of a polydiacetylene oligomer, computed using the time-dependent Hartree–Fock collective
electronic oscillator algorithm, are used to simulate the Raman signals and illustrate their
information content. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1533014#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent progress in generating ultrafast x-ray pulses
bringing them down to the attosecond regime has opene
exciting possibilities for novel x-ray spectroscopies.1–7

Structural changes induced by optical excitation have b
investigated by time-resolved x-ray~elastic! diffraction
~TRXD!8–10 and time-resolved x-ray absorption~TRXA!
spectroscopies.11–13 These techniques allow the direct dete
mination of time-resolved structures, in contrast to pur
optical techniques which require detailed modeling and co
putation of potential surfaces to extract such information

The x-ray diffraction signal may generally be express
in terms of thedynamical structural factorwhich carries
information on the molecular structure as well as on el
tronic excited states. In that respect,inelastic diffraction
@time-resolved x-ray Raman,~TRXR!# is similar to time-
resolved electron energy loss spectroscopy~TREELS!.14

However, TRXR has several advantages. First, it can inv
tigate the spectrum for higher momentum transfer, makin
much more adequate for probing valence excitations w
large momentum. Second, electrons are scattered by n
and electrons alike, whereas x-ray photons are scattered
marily by electrons, making TRXR much more sensitive
valence electronic excitations. Wilson and coworkers h
computed TRXR using a direct extension of the formali
for the stationary x-ray diffraction for the ground state15

They discussed the effects of the coherence of the x
pulses, the elastic and inelastic scatterings, and quantum
terference of the electronic states in TRXR of simple
atomic molecules, such as I2 and Br2 , using the independen
atomic model~IAM !.

a!Electronic mail: stanaka@ms.cias.osakafu-u.ac.jp
b!Electronic mail: mukamel@chem.rochester.edu;

URL: http://mukamel.chem.rochester.edu
3060021-9606/2003/118(7)/3065/14/$20.00
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We have recently developed a general correlation fu
tion formulation of nonlinear x-ray spectroscopies, and us
it to describe both TRXR and TRXA in terms of nonline
response functions.16 In this article we use this approach t
simulate TRXR from a short polydiacetylene chain~Fig. 1!
and elucidate its relaxation dynamics in the optically exci
state. Very recently, Kobayashi’s Group has reported the
tical pump–probe absorption of PDA and observed wa
packet oscillations corresponding to the C[C stretching
vibration.17 Optical excitation only detects valence excit
tions with momentum transferDk50; x-ray techniques are
not subject to theDk50 selection rule and can investiga
the relaxation dynamics of the entire manifold of valen
excited states.

In the most elementary treatment, elastic scattering
calculated by assuming that both electronic and nuclear
grees of freedom are frozen during the process. Caoet al.
have pointed out that x-ray scattering can directly show
electron dynamics as an interference between the electr
states, provided the duration of the x-ray pulses are so s
that their IR bandwidth covers several electronic levels.15 In
this work we show how inelastic TRXR can be effective
used to probe the electronic motions as well as vibratio
relaxation dynamics. Previous work which focused on ela
scattering concluded that TRXR under the IAM can on
detect the vibrational dynamics.15 In that case the contribu
tion mostly comes from the time-independent core cha
density. In contrast, we show that the electronic dynamics
directly monitored by the Raman peaks even within t
IAM, because the wave function, represented by a lin
combination of atomic basis states, changes with nuc
configuration.

Our simulations demonstrate how relaxation dynam
of complex molecules may be detected by TRXR. It is
formidable task to obtain the exact many-electron wa
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics

AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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function of complex molecules. The computation of TRX
has therefore so far been limited to simple molecules, e
diatomics.15 However, we note that in order to obtain th
spectrum, we only need to compute the time evolution of
reduced single electron density matrix. This may be ea
obtained for large molecules at the time-dependent Hartr
Fock ~TDHF! level using the collective electronic oscillato
~CEO! technique. The basic formalism is presented in S
II. Numerical results are given in Sec. III, followed by
general discussion in Sec. IV.

II. PROBING ELECTRONICALLY EXCITED
MOLECULES WITH X-RAY

In time-resolved x-ray raman scattering~TRXR! experi-
ments the molecule is first brought by an optical pump pu
from the ground stateug& to an excited stateue&. After a
variable delay timet0 , the molecule is probed with an x-ra
pulse with a wave vectork i and carrier frequencyv i , and
the scattered x-ray radiation (ks , vs) is detected. We denot
the momentum transferDk[k i2ks , and the energy loss
Dv[v i2vs ~the signs ofDk and Dv are inverted com-
pared to Ref. 16, to warrant the terms ‘‘momentum transf
and ‘‘energy loss’’!. The predominant scattering channel
elastic; however, some x-ray radiation is scattered inela
cally, and the energy-loss profile of the TRXR signal reve
the electronic resonances of the molecule. We shall focu
the inelastic~Raman! scattering signal, and demonstrate th
it carries detailed information on the electronic state cha
with vibrational motions. In contrast to optical spectrosco
the momentum transferDk in x-ray scattering can be high
measuring the scattered x-ray versusDk thus allows the de-
tection of all electronic transitions, not only the optical
allowed (Dk50) ones. The time dependent TRXR sign
clearly shows the electronic state changes accompanie
the vibrational dynamics induced by the electronic excitat
by the optical pump.

The TRXR signal can be formally written as@see Eq.
~42! of Ref. 16#:

WTRXR~Dv,Dk,t0!

52
2

v i
2
RE drE dr3E

2`

`

dtE
0

`

dt3Ei* ~ t !Ei~ t2t3!

3exp@2 iDk•~r2r3!1 iDvt3#

3Tr@ŝ~r ,t !ŝ~r3 ,t2t3!r̂ (2)~ t2t3!#, ~1!

whereEi(t) is the electric field envelope of the probing x-ra
pulse. Here we have assumed coherent x-ray pulses: T
clude partial or complete incoherence we need to take
statistical average over the field realizations,^Ei* (t)Ei(t)&.

FIG. 1. Molecular structure of the PDA oligomer used in the pres
simulations.
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For Dv50 (DvÞ0) this expression represents elastic~in-
elastic! x-ray diffraction for the spectral range allowed by th
x-ray pulse bandwidth,

ŝ~r ,t !5eiĤ m(t2t0)ŝ~r !e2 iĤ m(t2t0) ~2!

is the electronic charge density operator in the interact
representation,

ŝ~r !5eĉ†~r !ĉ~r !, ~3!

and Ĥm is the molecular Hamiltonian. The creation~annihi-
lation! field operators for the electronĉ†(r ) (ĉ(r )) may be
expanded in the atomic basis wave functions:

ĉ~r !5(
l ,a

w l ,a~r2Rl !ĉl ,a ,

~4!

ĉ†~r !5(
l ,a

w l ,a* ~r2Rl !ĉl ,a
† ,

whereĉl ,a
† ( ĉl ,a) are creation~annihilation! operators for the

electron in the atomic state~spin–orbital! a of the atoml,
and w l ,a(r2Rl) is the corresponding atomic basis wa
function. We assume thatw l ,a(r ) are orthonormal and do no
change with the vibrational motion.

Our calculation starts with the following adiabatic m
lecular HamiltonianĤm :

Ĥm5(
n

un&Hm
(n)~q!^nu, ~5!

whereq[$R̂l% denotes the complete set of nuclear coor
nates andun& is the adiabatic electronic state. The adiaba
eigenstates depend on the nuclear coordinates andHm

(n)(q) is
the nuclear Hamiltonian for then-th electronic state,

Hm
(n)~q!5T~q!1Vn~q!, ~6!

whereT(q) is the nuclear kinetic energy, andVn(q) is the
adiabatic potential of state toun&.

The time evolution of the total electronic and vibration
density operatorr̂ (2)(t) following the optical pump excita-
tion to second order in the pump field is obtained by solv
the quantum Liouville equation and is given in Eq.~33! of
Ref. 16.

Expanding the Tr@•••# in Eq. ~1! in the electronic basis
we obtain

WTRXR~Dv,Dk,t0!

52
2

v i
2
RE drE dr3E

2`

`

dtE
0

`

dt3Ei* ~ t !Ei~ t2t3!

3exp@2 iDk•~r2r3!1 iDvt3#

3(
n

(
e,e8

Trq@^euŝ~r ,t !un&^nuŝ~r3 ,t2t3!ue8&

3^e8ur̂ (2)~ t2t3!ue&#. ~7!

In our calculations we take the duration of the probi
x-ray pulse to be long compared with the electronic tim
scale 2p/uve2ve8u, so that we can neglect interferences b

t

AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tween the electronic states ofue& andue8&. In this case, using
the coherence Green’s function defined in the Appendix,
signal is given by

WTRXR~Dv,Dk,t0!

52
2

v i
2
RE

2`

`

dtE
0

`

dt3Ei* ~ t !Ei~ t2t3!

3(
e

(
n

men
„Dk;q~ t !…mne

„2Dk;q~ t2t3!…

3expF i Dv t32 i E
t2t3

t

@Vn„q~t!…2Ve„q~t!…#dtG .
~8!

Heremen
„Dk;q(t)… is the Fourier transform of the transitio

matrix element ofŝ(r ):

men~Dk;q!5E dr ^euŝ~r !un&exp~2 i Dk•r !

5(
l ,l 8

(
a,a8

r la,l 8a8
en m la,l 8a8~Dk!, ~9!

where

m la,l 8a8~Dk!5eE drw l ,a* ~r2Rl !w l 8,a8~r2Rl 8!

3exp~2 iDk•r !. ~10!

The reduced single-electron transition density matrix
tween the electronic statesue& and un&,

r la,l 8a8
en

5^eucl ,a
† cl ,8a8un&, ~11!

is calculated using the expressions given in Ref. 18. We
iterate thatren andmen(Dk) vary with q through the depen
dence of the adiabatic eigenstateue& and un& on nuclear co-
ordinates. We also consider a short Gaussian probe p
with the widthDT:

Ei~ t !5Ei expF2
~ t2t0!2

~DT!2 G , ~12!

where t0 is the time delay between the initial excitation
t50 and the probe. In the impulsive limit whereDT is much
shorter than all relevant vibrational periods, Eq.~8! may be
recast in the form

WTRXR~Dv,Dk,t0!52
p~DT!2

v i
2

uEi u2

3(
e

(
n

umen
„Dk;q~ t0!…u2

3exp$2 1
2 @Dv2Vn„q~ t0!…

1Ve„q~ t0!…#2~DT!2%. ~13!

We further adopt the independent atom mod
~IAM !,15,19 which assumes that atomic orbitals are well
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calized and scatter the x-ray pulse independently and tha
atomic scattering does not depend onRl . m la,l 8a8(Dk) is
then given by

m la,l 8a8~Dk!5d l l 8 exp~2 iDk•Rl !h l ;aa8~Dk!, ~14!

where

h l ;aa8~Dk!5eE
rP l

dr w l ,a* ~r !w l ,a8~r !exp~2 iDk•r !

~15!

is the atomic transition between atomic basis functionsua&
andua8& of the l-th atom, where the integration ofr is taken
within the volume of the atoml. Substituting Eqs.~14! and
~15! into ~9!, we have

men~Dk!5(
l

exp@2 iDk•Rl # f l
en~Dk!, ~16!

where f l
en(Dk) is the atomic scattering factor for the trans

tion ue& to un&:

f l
en~Dk!5(

aa8
r la,la8

en h l ;aa85(
aa8

^eucla
† cla8un&h l ;aa8 .

~17!

The outer valence orbital contributes to both elastic and
elastic scattering. We next argue that for valence excita
betweenue& and un& in Eq. ~17!, ua& and ua8& must be the
same core orbital. This is because in order to have a non
nishing transition density matrix element,^eucla

† cla8un&, ue&
or un& should correspond to different core excited states. T
transition energy betweenue& andun& will be extremely high,
corresponding to the core excitation energy, which is beyo
the scope of the present study. Therefore, if the atomic
bital ua& or ua8& is a core state, thenua&5ua8& and the core
level only contributes to elastic scattering,

f l ;core
en ~Dk!5denE

rP l
(

aPcore
uw la~r !u2 exp@2 iDk•r #.

~18!

The core orbitals become essential for energy loss co
sponding to core excitation energy.

When the x-ray wavelength is much longer than t
atomic size, we can expand the exp(2iDk•r ) factor, and
have

h l ;aa8~Dk!5@edaa82 iDk•dl ;a,a8#, ~19!

wheredl ;a,a8 is the transition dipole moment between atom
orbitals ua& and ua8& of the l-th atom:

dl ;a,a85eE drw l ,a* ~r !rw l ,a8~r !. ~20!

From Eqs.~16! and ~19!, we obtain

men~Dk!5(
l

exp@2 iDk•Rl #~r l
en2 iDk•jl

en!, ~21!

where

r l
en[e(

a
^eucla

† claun& ~22!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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is the net charge induced on thel-th atomic orbital by the
external field, and

jl
en5(

aa8
^nucla

† cla8un&dl ;a,a8 ~23!

is the atomic transition dipole probability on thel-th atom.
For molecules with translational symmetry~e.g., conju-

gated polyenes!, the atomic position may be represented
the relative displacement from the center of the unit cellRm ,

Rl5Rm1Rl (m) , ~24!

whereRl (m) is the atomic position within them-th unit cell.
From Eqs.~16! and ~24!, we then have

men~Dk!5Fen~Dk!(
m

exp@2 iDk•Rm#, ~25!

where the structure factor,

Fen~Dk!5 (
l Pm

exp@2 iDk•Rl (m)# f l (m)
en ~Dk!, ~26!

and the factor(m exp@2iDk•Rm# gives the Bragg diffraction
condition.

In the next section we use these expressions to calcu
TRXR spectra.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have simulated TRXR of the polydiacetylene~PDA!
oligomer ~Fig. 1!, in the impulsive x-ray probe pulse limi
using the IAM. The calculations use Eqs.~13!, ~16!, and
~17!. We assume that the pump bandwidth only covers
first peak of the lowest energy absorption peak attributed
the excitation to the first excited1Bu state20 and hereafter we
denoteue& as the1Bu excited state. We therefore only reta
the 1Bu state in the sum overue& in ~13!. This optical pulse
excitation induces the vibrational motion investigated
Tommasiniet al.20

We used the CEO code which is particularly suitable
simulating electronic excitations of closed-sh
molecules.21,22 The CEO modes and the corresponding f
quenciesVn were calculated following the procedures d
scribed earlier,22 using the INDO/S semiempirical Hamil
tonian as parametrized by Zerner and co-workers24 in the
ZINDO code. The Hartree–Fock self-consistent field pro
dure is first used to compute the reduced ground-state e
tronic density matrixrgg. We then calculated the fifty
lowest-frequency CEO modes, using the oblique Lanczos
gorithm for finding the eigenvectors of the sparse Liouvil
space matrix. The trajectory of the nuclear coordinatesq was
obtained by solving the classical equations of motion in
electronic excited stateun&:20

maq̈a52
d

dqa
@E0~q!1Vn~q!#, ~27!

where ma is the effective mass ofqa and E0(q) is the
ground-state energy. Equation~27! was solved numerically
using theMDCEOV molecular-dynamics code20 which imple-
ments the Verlet algorithm.
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We have used the 1-ps molecular-dynamics traject
q(t) in the lowest electronic excited stateue& computed in
Ref. 20 with a 0.5-fs time step to calculate theWTRXR @Eq.
~13!# for various time delayst0 . The probe durationDT
53 fs, which is shorter than all vibrational periods of th
molecule, is short enough to justify Eq.~13!, yet sufficiently
long to resolve the various resonances.

In Fig. 2 we present the TRXR versus the energy lo
Dv for several values ofDk parallel to the molecular axis
~a! Dk50.001 Å21, ~b! 0.2 Å21, ~c! 0.4 Å21, and ~d! 0.6
Å21. Since x-ray scattering by core orbitals contributes
time-independent elastic scattering, we only show the Ram
peaks which correspond to the valence excitations and
leted the intense elasticDv50 peak. For these relatively
small values ofDk only the charge density contributes to th
transition matrix element of Eq.~21!:

men~Dk!5(
l

exp@2 i Dk•Rl #r l
en . ~28!

Fourier transform of the wave vector dependence of TR
thus yields the induced charge density for theue& to un&
transition state. Using Eq.~9! we have

men~Dk50!5^eu E dr ŝ~r !un&5^euN̂un&, ~29!

where N̂ is the total electron number operator. Sin

@N̂,Ĥm#50, men5Nden , where N is the total number of
electrons. This means that only the elastic peak survi
whenDk50.

For Dk50.001 Å21 ~a!, the Dv522 eV peak whose
central frequency oscillates with a 10-fs period is attribu
to the ue& to ug& transition. SinceDk is small, only final
states with a long wavelength transition charge density
be detected. The induced charge density betweenue& andug&
has a very long wavelength, as shown below, which can
also detected by a nonlinear optical, such as pump–pr
spectroscopy. The 10-fs period corresponds to C[C stretch-
ing vibrations~see Fig. 9 in Ref. 20!. On the other hand, the
Dv51.8 eV peak only shows a weak variation with tim
indicating that the adiabatic potential surface for this state
almost parallel to that ofue&.

In Fig. 3 we show the TRXR intensitiesumen(Dk;t0

50)u2 for the sameDk values of Fig. 2, on an expande
scale. The number in the bracket denotes the state num
un& wheren51 is the lowest excited state, etc. The elas
scattering intensities without the core orbital contribution a
shown by thick arrows atDv50 eV and their total intensi-
ties are indicated on top. Since the valence excited st
with higher momentum have larger energies, the spectra s
towards higherDv as Dk is increased. The overallDk de-
pendence of TRXR fort050 is shown in Fig. 4, where the
open circle atDv50 corresponds to the elastic peak. T
scattering for each value ofDv is peaked in a narrow rang
of Dk. This reflects an approximate translational symmet
for infinite chainsk is a good quantum number and ea
value ofDv should correspond to a specific value ofDk.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Time-resolved x-ray Raman
scattering signal for the polydiacety
lene oligomer plotted vs the energ
loss of the scattered x-rays for differ
ent delay timest0 between the optical
pump and x-ray probe. The x-ray
probe pulse halfwidth isDT53 fs, the
momentum transfer is 0.001 Å21 ~a!,
0.2 Å21 ~b!, 0.4 Å21 ~c!, 0.6 Å21 ~d!
and directed along the molecule. Th
TRXR signal is plotted on an arbitrary
scale, different for each panel.
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It is interesting to examine the ratio of the elastic and
inelastic scattering peak intensities. From Eq.~9! the inten-
sity of the elastic scattering peak is represented by

umee~Dk!u25E dr1E dr2 e2 iDk(r12r2)

3^euŝ~r1!ue&^euŝ~r2!ue&. ~30!

On the other hand, the total sum of the inelastic scatte
peaks is

(
n

umen~Dk!u25E dr1E dr2 e2 iDk(r12r2)

3^euŝ2~r1 ,r2!ue&, ~31!

whereŝ2(r1 ,r2) is the two-particle density operator define
by
Downloaded 05 Feb 2003 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
e
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ŝ2~r1 ,r2![ĉ†~r1!ĉ†~r2!ĉ~r2!ĉ~r1!; ~32!

the sum of all inelastic scattering peaks given by subtrac
Eq. ~30! from ~31! represents the spatial correlation of th
electrons in the stateue&.

TheDk dependence of TRXR is related to the transiti
density matricesr la,l 8a8

en for the transitions to the final state
un& which dominate the TRXR spectrum in Fig. 3: These a
shown in the site representation in Fig. 5. The transition
~a! the ground state,~b! n514, ~c! n517, ~d! n527, ~e! n
536, and~f! n540. The corresponding frequencies are
dicated in each panel. The site labelling used in this figur
given in Fig. 1. Thex andy axes represent the electron an
hole location, respectively, at atomsl andl 8 in the ue& to un&
transition. The color code shows an increase of
transition-induced change in the coherence between the
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. The TRXR intensities
umen(Dk;t050)u2 for various values
of Dk’s corresponding to Fig. 2.
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responding atomsl and l 8 from blue to red;r la,l 8a8
en differs

by a factor of 2 for consecutive rainbow colors. The upp
left panel in Fig. 5 corresponds to the transition from the fi
electronic excited stateue& to the ground stateug&, reg, the
next panel shows the density matrix in the stateue&, ree

which is responsible for elastic scattering, and the remain
panels show the transitions fromue& to higher-lying elec-
tronic excited statesun&. The diagonal and off-diagonal ele
ments of these matrices represent the induced charge de

FIG. 4. TheDk dependence ofWTRXR(Dk,Dv,t050), with Dk directed
along the molecular axis~x axis!. Normalization for each frequency~i.e., for
each horizontal line! is performed for clarity. The radius of each circle
proportional to the relative normalized intensity at a given point in
(Dv,Dkx) plane.
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and the dynamical bond-order corresponding to the joint a
plitude of finding an electron onl and a hole onl 8 site
associated with the transition fromue& to un&, respectively.
These types of density matrix plots are described in deta
Ref. 22. The transition density matrices for the lowest
excited states are given in EPAPS.23

As can be seen from Eq.~28!, the TRXR signal depends
only on the diagonal elements of the density matrix~induced
charges!. In Fig. 6 we display the diagonal density matr
element of the transition density matrixr l

en @Eq. ~22!# for the
same transitions as in Fig. 5. The solid lines are to guide
eye.

PDA possesses inversion symmetry with respect to
center, and the induced charge density wave is character
by the same symmetry: The charge density waves in pa
~a!, ~b!, and~d! are asymmetric, whereas~c!, ~e!, and~f! are
symmetric. We also plot a least square linear fit~dashed
lines!: The finite slope of this line indicates that the lon
range charge redistribution happens between both blocks
the ue& to un& with the electronic transition. This means th
a long range dipole moment is induced by this transit
which can only be detected whenDk is very small, i.e., in
the long wavelength limit. From Fig. 6 we can see the la
induced charge density for the transition ofue&→ug& ~a!,
ue&→un514& ~b!, and the slight induced charge density
ue&→un527& ~d!, which is in good agreement with the pea
intensity in Fig. 3~a!. On the other hand, in~c!, ~e!, and~f!,
which lack a long range charge density, the TRXR ha
significant intensity only whenDk becomes large enough t
observe the changes within each box.

Similarly we can observe the strongDk dependence of
the stationary x-ray inelastic scattering from the ground st
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. The diagonal matrix elements of the transitio
density matrixr l

en in Fig. 5. The solid lines are to guide
the eyes and the dashed lines are the least square li
fit for them.

FIG. 5. ~Color! Transition density matricesr la,l 8a8
en for the transitions to the final statesun& which dominate the TRXR spectrum in Fig. 3. The transition

n5 ~a! Ground state,~b! 14-, ~c! 17-, ~d! 27-, ~e! 36-, ~f! 40th excited states.r la,l 8a8
en are drawn fort050 on a logarithmic scale. Thex andy axes are labeled

by the carbon atomsl and l 8. For eachl and l 8, mean-square averaging is performed over all pairs atomic orbitalsa anda8 ~see Ref. 27!. The carbon atoms
are numbered consecutively from one end of the molecule to the other.
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FIG. 7. The stationary x-ray inelastic
scattering spectra for various values o
Dk.
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The x-ray inelastic scattering peaks for the same value
momentum transfer of Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 7, where
excited state number is given in the bracket. WhenDk
50.001 Å21 ~a!, we see two prominent inelastic peaks
Dv52.84 eV and 5.28 eV corresponding ton51 and the
n519, respectively. TheDv52.84 eV peak is due to the
excitation from the ground state toue& which is the counter-
part of theDv522.84 eV peak in Fig. 3 due to the de
excitation fromue& back to the ground state. The absence
the strong peak corresponding to then514 in Fig. 3~a! re-
flects the different selection rules between the transiti
from the ground state~Fig. 7! and from the first excited stat
~Fig. 3!. As Dk is increased, additional inelastic peaks app
which are shifted towards higher energy, just as in Fig. 3

The transition density matrices from the ground state
state n, r la,l 8a8

gn , are shown in Fig. 8 where those corr
sponding to the transitions dominate the x-ray inelastic s
tering peaks in Fig. 7 are shown in Fig. 8: Each panel co
sponds to one of the peaks of Fig. 7. We use the same c
code as in Fig. 5. The transition density matrices for
lowest 50 excited states are given in EPAPS.23 In Fig. 9 we
display the diagonal matrix elements of the density ma
r l

gn , defined by replacinĝeu with ^gu in Eq. ~23!. As noted
in Fig. 6, for Dk50.001 Å21, only when the long range
charge density is induced@Figs. 9~a! and 9~f!#, we see inelas-
tic x-ray scattering peaks in Fig. 7~a!.

As may be seen in Fig. 3, the temporal variation in re
tive intensities of the Raman peaks becomes more
nounced for largerDk. To illustrate this, we show in Fig. 10
a bar diagram depicting the time dependent TRXR forDk
50.6 Å21, where the elastic peaks are omitted for clari
The relative intensities change periodically following the p
Downloaded 05 Feb 2003 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
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riodic stretching C[C vibration; the spectra are very simila
for ~a! t050 fs and~e! t0532 fs, and for~c! t0516 fs and
~g! t0548 fs. The former pair corresponds to the minimu
amplitude of the C[C stretches and the latter to the max
mum ~see Fig. 9 in Ref. 20!.

The time dependent induced charge densities co
sponding to the major peaks in Fig. 10 are shown in Fig.
for t050 fs @~a!–~d!#, 8 fs @~e!–~h!#, and 16 fs@~i!–~j!#. Since
Dk is large (0.6 Å21), the TRXR can detect the induce
charge density even though it does not show long range
duced polarization with the transition. In fact, the induc
charge density changes with time even though there is
global ~long range! induced polarization. Since this local in
duced charge density is strongly affected by the molecu
structure change with the C[C stretching vibration, the rela
tive intensities of the inelastic scattering peaks are affec
more strongly compared to smallDk. The TRXR signal thus
reflects the close relationship between dynamical chang
the excited states and the molecular structure.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have simulated TRXR of PDA by com
bining the formalism developed in Ref. 16 with the CE
algorithm for computing the electronic excitations, based
the reduced single electron density matrix. The molecu
dynamics trajectory following an impulsive excitation to th
first excited1Bu state was calculated in Ref. 20. The prese
simulations show that TRXR is a powerful technique f
investigating the joint electronic and vibrational motion i
duced by the optical excitation as well as the molecu
structural changes. They clearly illustrate how the time
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 8. ~Color! Transition density matricesr la,l 8a8
gn from the ground state to the excited state of the polydiacetylene oligomer which dominate the spe

in Fig. 7: The transition ton5 ~a! 1-, ~b! 2-, ~c! 6-, ~d! 12-, ~e! 18-, ~f! 19-, ~g! 20-, ~h! 21-, ~i! 27-, and~j! 36th excited states.r la,l 8a8
gn are drawn in the same

way as in Fig. 5.
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are
pendent inelastic TRXR peaks reflect the electronic rel
ation dynamics along with the photoinduced vibrational m
tion. TRXR has a distinctDk dependence, which allows u
to extract the time evolution of the induced charge dens
Specifically, asDk is increased, the TRXR signal can prob
the short wavelength change of the charge density, whic
sensitive to the stretching motion along the molecular ax

Wilson et al. had argued that within the IAM it is im-
Downloaded 05 Feb 2003 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
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possible to observe electronic state dynamics, and only
time vibrational motion may be observed.15 But as shown
here, we can detect the electronic state change with t
through the inelastic scattering peaks. This is because
coefficients of the adiabatic eigenstates change with the
brational motion, and the inelastic scattering peak intensi
contain direct signatures of these changes.

We have assumed that the atomic basis functions
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. The diagonal matrix elements of the transitio
density matrixr l

gn in Fig. 8.
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localized at the various atomic sites and neglected the in
atomic transition matrix element of the charge density in E
~15!. Even though theintra-atomic transitions should domi-
nate the transition matrix elements,interatomic transitions
may contribute to the spectrum as well because the ato
functions may overlap for the outer valence states. In t
case, TRXR can probe not only the induced charge den
represented by the diagonal density matrix element but
the temporal change of thebond orderrepresented by the
off-diagonal density matrix elements. We can thus det
how the coherence of the electronic states is changed a
Downloaded 05 Feb 2003 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
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with the vibrational motion. This should provide a novel a
unique insight into electronic structure which is not possi
by any other technique.

According to recent pump–probe experiments in PDA17

and theoretical analysis,20 the bending motion between th
double bond and the triple bond is induced by the opti
excitation to the1Bu state. Consequently, we may probe n
only the induced charge density along the bond axis, but
perpendicular direction as well. We can thus obtain the th
dimensional image for the change of the induced charge d
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. The temporal change of TRXR forDk
50.6 Å21: t050 fs ~a!, 8 fs ~b!, 16 fs~c!, 24 fs~d!, 32
fs ~e!, 40 fs ~f!, and 48 fs~g!.
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sity and follow the real-time motion for the electronic wav
packet after the optical excitation.

Finally, it will be interesting to compare the TRXR wit
time-resolved EELS.14 The expression used here@Eqs.~13!,
~16!, and~17!# can also be applied to the analysis for EEL
by simply replacingf l

en(Dk) in Eq. ~16! with

gl
en~Dk!5

1

Dk2
@Zl2 f l

en~Dk!#, ~33!

whereZl is an atomic number of the atoml. The reason is
that the incoming electron is scattered by the electrost
potential originating from both nuclei and electrons, where
x-rays interact primarily with the electrons. It shou
be noted that this expression can be used within
first Born approximation only, i.e., the incoming electro
kinetic energy is very high and its coupling with th
molecule is taken into account to first order. In this ca
the scattered electron is detected by transmission thro
the sample ~forward scattering configuration! and the
sample should be prepared in thin film. However, sin
Downloaded 05 Feb 2003 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
ic
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,
gh

e

the electron energy is very high~typically several hundred
keV! and the molecular electron wavelength is much sho
(.0.02 Å ) than the interatomic distance, the detectable m
mentum transfer is restricted to a very smallDk region.
Probing the highDk region requires reducing the incomin
electron energy, but in this case the interaction of the e
tron and the molecule may no longer be described by the
Born approximation; we have to take into account multip
scattering effects which complicates the analysis.25 In con-
trast, x-ray diffraction can easily detect large momentu
transfers.

In the present calculations, we did not incorporate no
diabatic transitions between electronic states because the1Bu

state is energetically isolated from the other electronic sta
However, when the molecule is strongly deformed, such
in the course of photoisomerization, nonadiabatic transiti
may become important, resulting in interferences betw
the ue& and ue8& states in Eq.~7!. This will be an interesting
topic for a future study.
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FIG. 11. The temporal change of the induced charge density ofDk50.6 Å21 for t050 fs @~a!–~d!#, 8 fs @~e!–~h!#, and 16 fs@~i!–~j!#. The charge densities
corresponding to the numbered major peaks in Fig. 10 are shown.
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APPENDIX: RELATING THE TRXR SIGNAL
TO THE FORM-FACTOR

In order to simulate the vibrational dynamics semicla
sically in terms of theMDCEOV dynamics code,20 we trans-
form the quantum expression@Eq. ~7!# into a semiclassica
expression@Eq. ~8!#.

Starting with Eq.~7! and neglecting the interference b
tweenue& and ue8&, we can write
Downloaded 05 Feb 2003 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to 
t

-

(
n,e

Trq@^euŝ~r ,t !un&^nuŝ~r3 ,t2t3!ue&^eur̂ (2)~ t2t3!ue&#

5(
n,e

Trq@e( i /\)Hm
(e)(q)t3^euŝ~r !un&e2( i /\)Hm

(n)(q)t3

3^nuŝ~r3!ue&^eur (2)~ t2t3!ue&#,

5(
n,e

^^ŝne~r !uGne~ t3!ŝne~r3!uree~ t2t3!&&, ~A1!

where

r (2)~ t ![expF2 i
i

\
Ĥm~q!t G r̂~ t !expF i

i

\
Ĥm~q!t G , ~A2!
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and the Liouville-space Green’s functionGne(t) is defined by
its action on a nuclear-space operatorÂ as follows:26

Gne~ t3!Â[u~ t3!expF2
i

\
Hm

(n)~q!t3G Â expF i

\
Hm

(e)~q!t3G .
~A3!

The coherence Green’s functionGne(t3) can be split into a
propagation with respect to the reference HamiltonianHm

(e)

and time-dependent phase whose evolution is again d
mined byHm

(e) :26

mathcalGne~ t3!Â5Gee~ t3!exp1S 2
i

\E0

t3
DV̂ne~t!dt D Â,

~A4!

where

DV̂ne~t!5expF i

\
Hm

(e)~q!tG@Vn~q!2Ve~q!#

3expF2
i

\
Hm

(e)~q!tG ~A5!

represents the time-dependent transition energy betweenue&
and un&.

Substituting Eq.~A4! into ~A1!, we then have

^^ŝne~r !uGne~ t3!ŝne~r3!uree~ t2t3!&&

5K ^ŝne~r !uGee~ t3!

3exp1F2
i

\E0

t3
DV̂ne~t!dtG ŝne~r3!uree~ t2t3!&L

5K ŝen~r ,t !exp1F2
i

\E0

t3
DV̂ne~t!dtG

3ŝne~r3!ree~ t2t3!L , ~A6!

where

ŝen~r ,t ![expF i

\
Hm

(e)t G ŝen~r !expF2
i

\
Hm

(e)t G . ~A7!

In the classical approximation, quantum nuclear dyna
ics of ŝen(r ,t) andDV̂ne(t) is replaced by a classical trajec
tory on the potential forue&. Since we treatDV̂ne(t) as a
classical quantity, we may further replace the time-orde
exponential by an ordinary exponential. The time-depend
charge density and phase can then be evaluated using c
cal trajectories obtained by Eq.~27!. We then have

V̂ne~ t !5Vne@q~ t !# ~A8!

ŝen~r ,t !5sen@r ,q~ t !# ~A9!
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K ŝen~r ,t !exp1F2
i

\E0

t3
DV̂ne~t!dtG ŝne~r3!ree~ t2t3!L

5Ksen~r ,t !expF2
i

\E0

t3
DVne~t!dtGsne~r3!ree~ t2t3!L

5sen~r ,t !expF2
i

\E0

t3
DVne~t!dtGsne~r3 ,t2t3!.

~A10!

Performing the integration overr andr3 in Eq. ~1! and using
the definition ofmen(Dk) @Eq. ~9!# finally gives Eq.~8!.

When we consider a Gaussian probe pulse forEi(t) @Eq.
~12!# with a short durationDT so thatq(t) can be held con-
stant during the time periodt3 in Eq. ~A10!, the TRXR signal
Eq. ~8! can be cast into

WTRXR52
2

v i
2
RE

2`

`

dtE
0

`

dt3Ei* ~ t !Ei~ t2t3!

3(
n

umen~Dk;q~ t0!!u2

3exp$ i @Dv2Vn„q~ t0!…1Ve„q~ t0!…#t3%.

~A11!

Substituting Eq.~12! into Eq.~A11! and performing the time
integrals, we obtain Eq.~13!.
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